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ignorant of the deep things; but I sbme-

The Origin of the World are we
times think that there are no really “deep things” 
at all, for it is only that our minds are dull and 
slow, and we are insensitive to the real things of the
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By R. McMillan. world.
IN THE BEGINNING.

r-to the size of the world ! While that glass of water 
is standing on the table, looking the very picture of

n « fl£m I sat on the verandah of an calmness, silence, and stillness, it is deceiving you, you untjerstand that if you
old homestead out in the bush, and the pastoralist for it is in the wildest, agitation allthe> tune only ^r cve^ ^ youTavd downward!^" ever and
-d 1 etched the silent stars moving across the you Tver’ Jd^ver, you would never reach an end! That

eves or your ears;, or any of your senses; and that is if you went to the right or to the left. onthe wings
few people have) scien- of light, travelling at the rate of 186,000 miles a 

second, you would never reach an end? There is no

I THE deceptiveness of motion Do you realize that space has no bounds! Do 
were t<x*Tavel upwards 

reach the
m

S'

dark blue vault of the heavens, while afar off we 
heard the sa^d cry of the curlew.- Everything was
wonderfully still,'and, having just come from the how it comes to pass that so
„1oh nnrl of a »reat citv I was in the mood to tific minds. I think you have to be born with arush and hu * J ^ Qf a night peculiar sort of mind before you can grasp how the end ; likewise there is no beginning.
Tthe "hush It was silent ' Everything was very, world began, and you must understand the decep- I tell you this 'in words, but I do not under-
m still - but in spite of the stillness, I knew, even tiveness of motion before you can understand how stand it. No hitman mind can understand it. A

sat there that this world was flying through the world came to be. know is that the human mind is a poor little u*-

&, a, the farta: eannon-b.il, While we .re talk,eg about the beh.v.om of a ‘™» t 0, ,be uni-
drop of ink. I mtght ; aa well >">u a. ^ ^ ^ ^^ wh? sh„uld
Dld -V0U ever that lf y°° 1Ct a ,dr°tP °f ^ we not face it and discuss it! When I meet people
fall on a sheet of blotting-paper it spreads t j a won- we -t a about except dresses or
derful extent, and you can never get it out again? wno nave noi g if T flm

a piece of polished sheep, or bonnets or wool, I vender if I am dream _
It seems so odd to think that they never see
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and turning round an its axis as well at the rate of a 
thousand miles an hour, and falling through space 
at the rate of thirteen miles a second into the bar
gain. And yet with all that rush and roar, with all 
that mighty flying, there was not a sound to disturb 
the holy calm of the night.

When there is a fire hvthe city and the fire brig
ades come rushing and tearing through the streets, 
they make such a din that fcvery other noise seems

silence. When they start a stream of ists! It is on
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Bnt if you drop the ink on to 
marble, and wipe it off promptly, it will leave 
mark at all. If yon drop the ink on to a hit of glass, 
von will be able to wipe it off so as to leave the glass 
quite clean. Do yon know why that difference ex- 

aceount of the different spaces in

w mg.
the miracle of life, the romance of existence. I 
would never grumble at them not knowing, but I

care. They never ap-
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grumble because they do not 
pear to imagine there is any mystery at all ; but they 
just go on as the sheep and the cattle do, from year’s 
end to year’s end. And for them there is but littlewater up to the top of the burning building there is which the molecules move. Everything in thy world 

as much noise and clatter as if great things were js in motion, and the molecules are all whirling and 
being done. If you stand at the foot of one of the dancing in water and in rock, in glass and in wood, 10Pe- 
iriant srum-trees in a gully near your house, or down jn marble and in iron. But they dance to different
bv the river and look up to the very topmost branch measures, and that is how the ink erets its chance. If derstand the infinite expanse of the universe, 
of it von will see that the leaves up there are quite the molecules are far apart, and have plenty of I want you to understand that you do not under- 
„ ’ * if vou stop to ask how the sap got up there «pace, the ink can get in between them, and stay stand. Time is the result of the revolution of the
fnto all the leaves on all the trees, you will find that there, and make, what we call a ,!stain”; but if the earth; and if there was no sun there would be no 
it was pnmped up bv nature through the bark of the molecules are very close together the ink has a very time. When one side of the earth is towards the 
tree If'youlay vour ear to the bark and listen, you poor chance, and we can wipe it off before it gets m.„, we say “It is day.” NVhen the other side is 
wS not hear a sound, yet the sap is running up there in. towards the sun, we say “It is night. So, if the

’ all the time Nature is a witch! If you nick the ]f yOU ask a scientific man the reason of the soft- earth-ceased to re\o % c, nr t sun ai c i n. e 
bark alf round, so that the sap cannot run, the tree nes8 of 8ome things and the hardness of others, he ™,ld be no more time. So there is no 
will die, because it is “ringbarked-” Nature does ml| tell yon that it is owing to the “inter-mole- as time outside of our sun an u ear i. 
most of her great works very silently. cular spaces” of the materials being different. And n0 UP> n° own, apar rom mir e

I want you to dry an experiment. Get a glass of, that i„ right, but it does not sound easy. If there space there is on y—space a
water and stand it on a solid table, and watch how a large inter-molecular space, you can compress that is. anc »w a ^ ‘^re 11 <>"r ancien

!.m ,»d motionless it is. You cannot th„ „,7,ri„ into a mt.eh sm.He, Wk: h„, i, the .ions 1W -H fWftrt ““ thî.l^Î 

think ol anything in the world more perfectly still, molecules are very close together, vou cannot com- a >onr neu1 lsc<^v( rl _ . ,
Sjft sWto a good while, so that all motion must pmt8 them. In water the molecules are really very February 25 1912-1 saw the following paragraph 
IjCt 11 out of it, and then, when you know that ^ together, so that if you tried to get a quart of in the morning paper, which, as you 
it is quite still, drop a single drop of ink into it, and water into a pint bottle you would find it impossible, right into line with wliat I have been . . g. 

watch what happens. If the water is quite motion- if you raise the temperature of water to over 212 BIRTH OF NEW WORLDS,
less when you drop the ink into it, as softly as pos- degrees and change it into steam, you drive the 
sible the bine-black fluid will rush to the bottom, molecules aw ay. from each other to about 1,800 times 
and form a" ring, while the lighter part of the ink their own diameter, so than one cubic inch of water 
will spread itself all out, and very gradually disap- produces about 1,800 cubic inches of steam, at or

dinary pressure. We nse that force of expansion in 
motion our steam-engines, and if helps us to do the world s
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All I want to be careful about is that you un-
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How new stars are born was explained at the 
Royal Institution recently by Professor A. W. 
Bickerton, in the first of two lectures on “The 
New Astronomy” states a London journal). 
Professor Bickerton, who has been sent by the 
New Zealand Government to expound his theory

«

pear.
But how did that happen if there was 

in the water! You try it. Do not take my word for work. ,
anything. Try everything you can for yourself, and Have you ever noticed how quietly most things 
prove everything possible. Is it possible for the in nature work? There is no rush or roar or bustle ; 
water in a tumbler to be really quite still? You may the whole world works so silently that when you sit 
believe this till you find that it is otherwise ; there is 0n the verandah at. night you think all is still. Amt 
nothing still in the universe. We think of motion all the while nothin» is still? Everything is moving, 
as being always accompanied by more or less whirr from the smallest speck of mattter to the mightiest 
and bustle, in some form or other; but the mightiest of the distant store. And it makes no fuss. The 
motions in the world are silent—to our ears—as motions of the heavenly bodies (our earth is a 
death “heavenly body”) are so quiet that you cannot hear

"The water in the tabler is composed, as I told you, them, and all the turmoil in a glass of water is be- 
of two gases-oxygen and hydrogen. The^-the yond the reach of any of your senses to discover.

composed of tinv molecules, and when You were brought up to believe in dead matter, 
meets two molecule^ of hy- were you not? You were told that there was life in 

they unite and form sotne things, and no “life” in others. But every- 
But their molecules go flying ab<*t at an thing is alive. Everything is thrilling and throbbing 

enormous rate, even wlfenVey are united; add they and whirling, and turning and changing and doing.
at rest. There is no such thing in nature This world itself is a miracle. Nothing is com- 

clfonging always. The very prehensible; we are living in a haagical world, but
blind and stupid that we think all things

mk4 ■> no

of the birth of the worlds to scientific men in this 
country, said that new stare were bom by solar 
collision. “The impact of two colliding am*,” 
he said, “results in the formation of a third'body; 
a brilliant star flashes out and becomes perman- ,,
ent. A complete collision of two gaseous mms^, ■ , 
would result m the formation of a new sun. Such 
collisions are not incidental, and do not occur at 
random. Gravitation is included among a num
ber of agencies tending to develop collisions ; be
fore suns come into collision they fall towards each 
other, and get up speed for hundreds of years. The 
tremendous speed thus developed is stopped 
suddenly in the colliding parts, atod converted 
into heat. Thus, in about an hour, a new staf is 
bom, explosive force expands it, and it swells 

Xout its diameter at a speed of millions of miles an 
hour.” Professor Bickerton, speaking of Nova .
Persei, the new star of the new century, said it 

brilliant that nothing equal to it had
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one molecule of oxygenf-.
drogen, at an electric dance,
water. : i

8
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as rest; all things are
mountains are being worn down and the mighty we are so 
ocean beds are being filled up, and nothing ever re- dull and commonplace and uninteresting. A glass
mains the same fôr two seconds. 3f water is as grant a Mystery as the “flower m tae

If you could magnify a drop of water till it wan- crannied wall,” and « you only understand the 
a, big as this world, you would find it made up>f laws which govern the water you would understand 
balls between the size of a cannon-ball and an or-, the laws which govern the entire universe. Then the 
-*«• Bn. think h„„ -nriltte, =«* b. ^ to*.no oripn of ^ w^d .dm
bigger than a cricket ball when a drop 1» magnified Because we are Ignorant 01 tne «mpi g
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■ was bo
been seen for 300 years. It was 10,000 times as

B brilliant as the son.
Yon see the great New Zealand professor ex

plaining the same thing to the learned people of 
London as I am trying to explain to yon. I won
der if either of us will ie able to explain anything
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